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Abstract If complexity is a necessary but not sufficient
premise for the existence and expression of the living,

anticipation is the distinguishing characteristic of what is

alive. Anticipation is at work even at levels of existence
where we cannot refer to intelligence. The prospect of

artificially generating aesthetic artifacts and ethical con-

structs of relevance to a world in which the natural and the
artificial are coexistent cannot be subsumed as yet another

product of scientific and technological advancement.

Beyond the artificial, the synthetic conjures the under-
standing of aesthetics and ethics no longer from the per-

spective of the How? type of question, but rather the Why?
Given the current infatuation with synthetic biology (i.e.,
making life from non-life), there is a practical consequence

to such considerations. Synthetic life, as any other form of

life, implies the possibility of evolution. Anticipation,
which is the underlying factor of evolution, is thus

expected. At the level of human existence, anticipation is

expressed, for instance (but not exclusively), in aesthetic
forms and ethical values. This translates, in turn, into an

argument for the role aesthetics and ethics play in the
process. Consequently, to qualify as life, the synthesis of

the physical and the living will have to efficiently handle

ambiguity. Current computational facilities, regardless of
their nature or performance, operate exclusively in the

semiotic domain of the well defined non-ambiguous.

1 Introduction

Whether as intelligence (as in artificial intelligence, or AI),

evolution (as in artificial evolution), empathy (as in artifi-
cial empathy), culture (as in artificial culture), or even life

(as in artificial life, or ALife)—to name a few—the artifi-

cial is expanding to such a degree that a future dominated
by computers, or any other machine, is no longer only a

subject of science fiction [cf. Kurzweil (2000, 2006)]. In

The Sciences of the Artificial, Herbert Simon’s (1969) very
lucid attempt to address the notion, he correctly cites dic-

tionary definitions: artificial as in ‘‘produced by art,’’ which

means through skill rather than by nature; in other words
engineered, which implies an engine, or machine-based

making.

Simon came from the classic tradition in which Plato’s
(cf. Philebus) distinction between the true, the beautiful,

and the good, led to the definition of the natural sciences

and the social sciences (aesthetics and ethics included). His
viewpoint is couched in the German arguments over

methodology (Methodenstreit, ca. 1880–1890). The latter
forms the background against which he articulated his own

views and concepts. The reason for revisiting Simon’s

contribution is not so much to identify its foundation
[and echoes from Windelband’s (1894) Geschichte und
Naturwissenschaft and Dilthey’s (1883) Einleitung in die
Geisteswissenschaften], as it is to identify its fundamental
weakness. In Simon’s view, natural science pertains to

‘‘objects or phenomena in the world.’’ Its task is to ‘‘show

that complexity…is only a mask for simplicity,’’ assum-
ing—and this is the critical aspect—that they are ‘‘correctly

viewed,’’ (1969, p. 1). Thirty-three years later, this view

was echoed in Wolfram’s (2002) ‘‘new kind of science’’ in
ways in which simple mathematical descriptions suffice for

generating complex behaviors as computations. This means
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that objects or phenomena in the world are viewed from

the reductionist-deterministic perspective upon which
the natural sciences are based. Simon generalized to the

aesthetics of natural science and mathematics, ‘‘at one

with the aesthetics of music and painting,’’ concluding,
‘‘both inhere in the discovery of a particularly concealed

pattern.’’ In Simon’s view, the path from complexity to

simplicity is the same in the natural sciences as in aes-
thetics. Indeed, the reduction of complexity and the

cause-and-effect sequence constitute the very foundation
upon which natural science has been practiced ever since

Descartes and Newton. The cause-and-effect sequence is

itself a reductive model in which time is equated to
interval. But the same cannot be said of aesthetics,

reflecting upon artifacts not actually resulting from a

cause-and-effect sequence of actions.
In building on these premises, Simon was extremely

successful in his work. His very precise observations

regarding the semantics of the notion of artificial are
indicative of an understanding of a new gnoseological

condition of humankind. Men-made (he precludes the

gender correctness police, using men as ‘‘an androgynous
noun, encompassing both sexes’’) is practically synony-

mous with artificial, and as such replaces the natural at an

ever-increasing rhythm. The new corn and cattle (his
examples) are ‘‘artifacts of our ingenuity;’’ the new farm is

as artificial as a highway. His focus is on ‘‘means for

relating the natural and artificial,’’ in particular, on eco-
nomics, psychology, and design. The ‘‘artifact as an

interface’’ (Simon 1981, p. 6, 113) is but one example of

what the reductionist-deterministic foundation can afford. I
myself benefited from this idea of Simon’s as I developed a

semiotic foundation for human–computer interaction [cf.

Nadin (1988)]. Still, the premise, as mentioned above,
upon which he builds, and which undergirds the Industrial

Revolution, as well as its extension into our age, is flawed.

To make this point, in order to more adequately address
issues pertinent to aesthetic and ethical aspects of artificial

intelligence (and, by extension of the entire realm of the

artificial) requires revisiting the distinction that informs his
entire endeavor—natural sciences vs. the sciences of the

artificial—and connecting to the very generous thought

regarding the symbolic, i.e., how we perceive the world
and share this perception with others.

Simon was well ahead of his contemporaries in realizing

that the semiotic dimension of human activity eventually
provides the bridge that joins the natural and the artificial.

What he does not realize is that the more profound dis-

tinction, from which his research would have benefited, is
the one between the living and the physical—that part of

reality which is not alive, not endowed with life. The

reason is obvious: Descartes and his followers eliminated
from philosophical and scientific discourse the so-called

force vitale [cf. Bergson (1907)], that is, the doctrine of

vitalism, thus establishing the mindset for all future sci-
entific endeavors, down to this age.

Our own concern with the aesthetics and ethics of

technology cannot, however, limit itself to the distinction
aptly pursued by Simon. Neither aesthetics nor ethics is

definitory of natural sciences or of the sciences of the

artificial. They are, not unlike other constructs—I refer
here to numbers, geometric entities, tools, etc.—constitu-

tive of human existence, in the absence of which technol-
ogies would be difficult to imagine. By this, I mean that

these constructs not only describe the world in which they

are elaborated, including our modern world, but they
actually partake in our making of the world, as we change

it and ourselves in the process.

For the sake of clarity, aesthetics is defined in this study
as pertaining to human existence (work, leisure, life)

characterized by sensori-emotional aspects commonly

associated with beauty (as a particular form of expression)
or other formal qualifiers. My entire involvement with

aesthetics (going back to a doctorate in the subject) was

informed by Baumgarten’s Aesthetica, i.e., defining aes-
thetics as the science of sensory experiences. Further

shaping the view of aesthetics adopted here is Schiller’s

attempt to see aesthetic appreciation as the reconciliation
of the sensory (sensual, as some would put it) and the

rational aspects of human nature. As technology supporting

new forms of expression (visual, aural, multimedia, virtu-
ality, etc.) evolved, aesthetics became part of almost every

practical experience, from labor, to acquisition and dis-

semination of knowledge (Nadin 1991a, b, 1995).
A far as ethics is concerned, maybe Spinoza is the ref-

erence I should start with. Life worth living would be the

short description of the concept as I pursue it in these
pages. To achieve the good with awareness that it is right is

a path that leads back to Socrates. In what I call the self-

constitution (a notion closer to Maturana and Varela than to
Aristotle’s self-realization) of the human being through

everything we do and are involved in [cf. Nadin (2003b)],

individuals become aware of all that affects their existence.
Knowledge of the self is the premise of actions guided by

ethics. Finally, awareness is the ability of the living to

relate to its environment without necessarily understanding
it. Self-awareness, i.e., awareness of one’s own awareness,

corresponds to realizing the distinction between the self

and similar entities. Defined, albeit succinctly, the concepts
that I will operate with integrate the understanding that in

the dynamics of the living—from the simplest forms to

more complex organisms—both aesthetics and ethics
emerge only above a certain level of complexity; that is,

they can be associated only with the human being, even

when the human being ‘‘sees’’ aesthetics and ethics in all
forms of life.
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2 Life and the threshold of complexity

Evidently, technologies are an expression of human crea-

tivity. They are instantiations of human knowledge

acquired as we pursue the goal to replicate the complexity
of life itself. (That many other factors are involved in the

development of technology is very well known.) Therefore,

artificial intelligence cannot avoid the seduction of reach-
ing for and eventually attaining the intelligence of the

living—or even exceeding it. By no means does this

description imply that the living—from the simplest to the
most complex—and the intelligent—with different forms

of expression in different living forms—are the same.

Similarly, artificial evolution, artificial empathy, artificial
culture, artificial life, and all the other disciplines of the

artificial can be seen as in a sui generis competition with

natural evolution. All these challenge the domain of
human-experienced emotions, of human culture—as an

aggregate expression of individual definition in a given

context. The various disciplines of the artificial challenge
life itself through whatever a better or more meaningful or

more resilient artificial life could be.

Taking note of this inescapable condition, we cannot
avoid wondering at what moment the drive to embody our

knowledge of the living (intelligence, emotion, culture,

etc.) in a technologically generated alternative (replica or
even substitute) leads to an alternate world. In simpler

terms: when does the replica, i.e., the imitation of life,
become the real thing, a new form of life? Synthetic life,
the current research focus in the life sciences, attempts to

transcend the level at which we decipher the genetic code
and write genetic programs that drive artificial entities.

Again, for the sake of clarity, let us define the synthetic.

Between artificial life and synthetic life, there is a dif-
ference that few, even well-educated members of the

research community, understand, and that even fewer find

significant. Artificial life (A Life, as it is known) is the
result of the art of mathematicians and computer pro-

grammers, in which analytical skills are used in order to

give adequate representations of life-like dynamics. It is a
top–down approach of the nature of applied analysis.

Synthetic life is the attempt to synthesize life. It means

make life (if possible) from the bottom up, from whatever
it takes to put it together. In this sense, it is useful to realize

that the concept of synthesis—usually understood as

combining pre-existent entities with the aim of making
something new—deserves to be used no less than any other

concept within the ethics of terminology for which Peirce

(1903) argued. Indeed, the sequence thesis–antithesis–
synthesis—which Fichte (1998) famously spelled out

(although it was infamously attributed to Hegel)—should

guide all scientists who lay claim to synthesizing whatever
they synthesize. Synthesis is the process of uniting

opposites [cf. Croce (1906), who should have known better

about Hegel]: ‘‘The synthesis of opposites expresses life and
not the corpse of life.’’ Even for those less than familiar with

the epistemological framework within which synthesis is

defined, it would be easy to realize that artificial sounds, for
example, are not the same as synthesized sounds. Photo

synthesis, as a particular form of synthesis, is the process of

converting non-living elements into living entities with the
help of the energy of light. Synthetic life, as the current

infatuation with the subject has it, is the attempt to write new
genetic code, to animate—I choose this word on purpose—a

synthetic chromosome. Is this a matter of the degree to which

life and non-life (the physical) are different? And if they
are—which is a statement I will elaborate upon—what are the

necessary conditions for the synthesis (unity of opposites)?

Conditioned by the education that formed us—the reduc-
tionist-deterministic rationalism of Descartes—do we even

accept that they are different in nature? The question is too

important for our understanding of some of the implications
of aesthetics and ethics as related to synthetic life. Let me use

an example in order to explain what I am driving at.

Stanley Kubrick created a metaphorical story (inspired
by Brian Aldiss’s short story, Super Toys Last All Summer
Long, written in 1969). It eventually became the movie, AI:
Artificial Intelligence (2001) directed by Steven Spielberg.
The story is about a boy android capable of emotion (talk

about the artificial empathy project!) who wants to have the

love of his mother, that is, the woman who acquired him to
replace her living son (in suspended animation until a cure

for his disease could be found). In a 1971 interview, Ku-

brick formulated the question regarding the difference
between the natural and the artificial: ‘‘One of the fasci-

nating questions that arises in envisioning computers more

intelligent than men is at what point machine intelligence
deserves the same consideration as biological intelli-

gence.’’ He went onto say: ‘‘Once a computer learns by

experience as well as by its original programming, and
once it has access to much more information than any

number of human geniuses might posses…you could be

tempted to ask yourself in what way is machine intelli-
gence any less sacrosanct than biological intelligence…,’’

[cf. Walker (1971)]. The Mechas, as the companion robots

are called in the story (and in Spielberg’s movie) corre-
spond to this high level of imitation of life through

machines. It seems that only the desire to be loved cannot

be fulfilled. Love implies, of course, some aesthetics; it is
the substratum of attraction, since seeing and perceiving

the world is part of the underlying sexuality characteristic

of the living. David, the boy android, is beautiful in looks
and character, attractive, of course, but not necessarily

from the viewpoint of sexuality. Several ethical aspects are

brought up: what does a mother do with an artificial child
whom she happens to like? How does society discard
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machines that are human in many aspects? (The movie

seems to purport that they are better than humans.) Even
more: how seductive should technology be? In his mech-

anistic understanding of the living, Kubrik is at one with

Descartes [and even more with de la Mettrie (1747)].
Moreover, Kubrik, not unlike many cognitive scientists and

computer experts, never came close to realizing that

experience and learning are quite different from even the
most advanced programming, including artificial learning

(defined as computable). More precisely, the living, sac-
rosanct or not, displays adaptive characteristics, usually

labeled as intelligent. However, intelligent behavior is

fundamentally different from machine intelligence.
Just for the sake of argument, let us imagine that the

project synthetic life—genetic code giving life to a syn-

thetic chromosome—eventually results in the synthesis of
the physical (material substratum) and the animate. Will

this life enter the dynamics described in evolution theory?

If yes, at which rhythm will it evolve into synthetic Me-
chas—not robots, but synbots—impossible to distinguish

from the natural? The mother in the movie, in which the

synthetic replaces the artificial, could actually consume her
love. The perspective of discarding the synthetic son would

disappear. If this, more than the prose that inspired Kubrik,

seems closer to literature than to current developments in
science and technology, it is only because today fewer

people read Goethe’s Faust than they read manuals for

programming or for running some of the many machines
we have the opportunity to use (or are forced to use).

The living lost its special place in scientific and philo-

sophical considerations as Descartes and Newton established
the reductionist-deterministic method. This became the

foundation of science, and scientists still adhere to it, despite

experimental evidence that the living is not reducible to the
physical. After the Cartesian revolution, previous attempts to

explain the living by introducing concepts appropriate to the

task—Heraclitus (logos), Aristotle (entelechia), Paracelsus
(archeus), and William Blake (energy)—remained mere

coordinates of divergent paths leading, according to those

who espoused the mechanistic perspective, nowhere. A
detailed account on the subject can be found in Hall (1969).

Any scientist not adhering to the Cartesian method either had

to shut up or became practically a pariah. In our days, more
nuanced viewpoints are often expressed, but the dominant

understanding of the living as conforming to the laws of

physics and chemistry remains. Within this less dogmatic
view, all there is, whether living (animate) or physical

(inanimate) is made up of matter and behaves according to

the forces exercised upon it. Exemplary for this position is the
introduction to an Essai by Laplace (1951, p. 4):

We may regard the present state of the universe as the
effect of its past and the cause of its future. An

intellect which at a certain moment would know all

forces that set nature in motion, and all positions of

all items of which nature is composed, if this intellect
were also vast enough to submit these data to anal-

ysis, it would embrace in a single formula the

movements of the greatest bodies of the universe and
those of the tiniest atom; for such an intellect nothing

would be uncertain and the future just like the past

would be present before its eyes.

The subject preoccupied many authors and evinced

many conflicting positions. The journal Science has, since

1880 [cf. Barker (1880); Vaughn (1909); Schaefer (1912);
Wilson (1923) and more recently Marcus (2004); Ras-

mussen et al. (2004); Jan and Jan (1921)], hosted a great

number of position papers, reviews, and editorials on the
subject of What Is Life? So did Nature (1929), where

Schrödinger’s eponymous book occasioned many articles

[Perutz (1987); de Duve (1996); Davies (2005)]; and where
Aleksander (2004) envisaged the domain ‘‘Beyond artifi-

cial intelligence’’; and Benner (2008) reviewed Regis’s

book Investigating the Nature of Life in the Age of Syn-
thetic Biology. For reasons I am unable to understand,

Rosen’s (1991) Life Itself and the posthumously published

Essays on Life Itself (2000) has not attracted the attention
that the very subject seems to enlist. The initial limiting

causal determinism affirmed in books and articles was
replaced by more nuanced understandings (in Rosen’s case,

by a definite new perspective). One of such understandings

corresponds to the realization, after Boltzmann’s work on
entropy was published in 1872, of the role that energy

exchange plays in the natural world. The dynamics of all

there is, how things change, whether the human being or
mountains, or rivers, remains the expression of forces at

work, and of energy processes (the laws of thermody-

namics from which even our notion of information pro-
cesses will eventually be derived [cf. Shannon (1948)].

Based on these premises, technologies were and still are

conceived, produced, and deployed as agents of change in
the service of the human being. To miss the opportunity of

acknowledging how the Cartesian revolution eventually led

to the Industrial Revolution and to our Post-Industrial age,
would be at best ridiculous (actually it would disqualify

any attempt to look beyond it). But the same holds true for

failing to notice that what used to be an opportunity—the
understanding of the world from the perspective of Carte-

sian rationality—became, as we grew captive to it, a fun-

damental obstacle in understanding what lies beyond the
boundaries of the gnoseological territory it describes. As

we shall see further, in detail, these boundaries are set in

the realm of complexity. The understanding of complexity
as threshold between the living, even in its elementary

forms, and the physical marks the departure from the
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stubborn reductionist scheme. After all, the aesthetic and

the ethical, the subject of discussion here, correspond to the
level of complexity in which the living is couched,

although they are constructed by the living in its most

complex forms of existence, i.e., they are human
constructs.

By extrapolation, we can talk about the beauty of

storms, stars, and oceans, as we talk about the beauty we
see in nature and at times associate with its evolution. We

can as well introduce ethical considerations in respect to
how human beings relate to their physical environment.

Current discussions on ecology and sustainability are

exactly the expression of such considerations. But the
dynamics of the physical, or of life forms less complex

than the human being, is neither aesthetic in itself nor

ethical. Once human beings relate to this dynamics, their
own aesthetics and ethics are projected upon the physical,

or upon the living as we encounter it in our own existence.

Even more interesting, once the human being skillfully
expands the physical through artificial entities—which can

be machines, programs, artworks, etc.—this expansion

entails aesthetic and ethical considerations. It is worth
considering aesthetic and ethical consideration of the syn-

thetic as well, since, after all, our own identity is projected

in the synthesized world we are making possible.

3 Epistemological sectioning

Let us take Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorem of 1931 as it

would relate to the understanding of nothing else but the
world. Let us be as precise as possible. Gödel’s argument

concerns a formal system. He proved that, unless the for-

mal system is inconsistent, there exists a formula in the
language, such that neither this formula nor its negation

can be proved. Such formulas are called undecidable. A
formal system that has undecidable formulas is called
incomplete (hence the name of the theorem). Gödel’s own

words justify my approach to look at the world from the

perspective of his theorem:1

…mathematical objects have an independent exis-

tence and reality analogous to that of physical

objects. Mathematical statements refer to such a
reality, and the question of their truth is determined

by objective facts which are independent of our own

thoughts and constructions, (1986–2003, pp 30–31).

Aesthetic objects or ethical constructs, similar to

mathematical objects, also have such a condition of

reality. (And so do other philosophical entities). They
refer to reality, and questions of their relevance (works of

art are neither true nor false; ethical statements are also

quite different form mathematical or logical concepts) are
related to actions and facts, not to the result of our

thinking or of our constructs. This is important because at

this juncture, we could, as well, give up the hope of
achieving complete and consistent knowledge about the

world in its complementary unity (i.e., as living and non-

living). Complementarity—to which we shall return—is a
principle that ascertains that an entity can have contra-

dictory characteristics. Although they are always present,

we cannot perceive them in their togetherness, but rather
one at a time. Something—light, or the electron—being

both a particle and a wave—both simultaneously—

appears to observers as either particle or wave, depending
on the situation. The living is yet another example of a

concept suggesting the complementarity view. More
detail about this will be provided as the argument

advances. Alternatively, we could proceed along the line

of a reductionist path: if the whole cannot be known
completely and consistently, is it not the case that parts of

it could afford us descriptions that are non-contradictory

and complete? (Fig. 1).
Below the threshold of complexity that defines life, that

is, in the section we defined as the physical, the Cartesian

view and method, to which Kubrik, like so many others,
adhered, define reality both in a complete and consistent

manner. This is what physics is about. The artificial

belongs to this domain of reality. Above the threshold, that

Fig. 1 Epistemological sectioning, with the aim of reaching com-
pleteness and consistency in subsystems

1 Gödel’s first incompleteness theorem, perhaps the single most
celebrated result in mathematical logic, states: Any effectively
generated theory capable of expressing elementary arithmetic cannot
be both consistent and complete. In particular, for any consistent,
effectively generated formal theory that proves certain basic arith-
metic truths, there is an arithmetical statement that is true, but not
provable in the theory.
The incompleteness theorem first appeared as ‘‘Theorem VI’’ in his

1931 paper On Formally Undecidable Propositions in Principia
Mathematica and Related Systems I. In Gödel’s original notation, it
states: ‘‘The general result about the existence of undecidable
propositions reads as follows: ‘Theorem VI.’ For every x-consistent
recursive class j of FORMULAS there are recursive CLASS SIGNS
r, such that neither v Gen r nor Neg(v Gen r) belongs to Flg(j)
(where v is the FREE VARIABLE of r)’’.
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is, in the domain of the living, the Cartesian view and

method are at best incomplete, if not wholly inadequate.
Quantum mechanics already challenged not only physics at

the micro-level, but also biology. Although the living is

matter and life, we cannot perceive them in their togeth-
erness and provide a full and consistent account of the

behavior of the living. Of course, these statements con-

cerning our ability to understand the living and the non-
living in their unity will not go unchallenged. It is my own

position that they should not be accepted at face value

unless and until they are as rigorously submitted to eval-
uation at least as much as Cartesian thought was. Gödel

dealt specifically with formal systems, and I am not con-

vinced that he would have automatically endorsed the
gnoseological operation of dividing the whole that he

examined (formal systems) into conveniently defined sec-
tions that can be described wholly and free of contradic-

tion. But the procedure as such is at least suggestive, if not

directly effective for the purpose pursued in this paper.
In view of this procedure, let us first state that matter

embodied in living forms is not different from matter

making up the non-living. Neither is energy involved in the
living different from the energy in the physical world. This

is a continuum premise for the complementarity view of

the living and the physical. It is fully confirmed by science
and it makes no sense to question it. In the rest of this

article, I will label the non-living as simply ‘‘the physical.’’

Since physics (and its many extensions in particular sci-
ences, such as chemistry, geophysics, molecular biology,

etc.) provides an adequate description of the dynamics of

physical reality; and since such descriptions proved, so far,
to be of high predictive relevance, I will always assume

that the physical behavior of a living entity is adequately,

even if at times only partially, described by physics.
Indeed, a falling stone and a falling human being are well

described through the laws of gravity. But while the stone

has no say in the matter (to use a bit of anthropomorphic
language), the falling of a person involves, in addition to

gravity, some choice. Through such choice, the falling

individual prevents hurt, most of the time. We will get back
to this example as the development of the argument

requires (Fig. 2).

Let it also be stated that the distinction between the
living and the non-living does not necessarily imply

vitalism, or a resuscitation of what was defined as vitalism.

Rather, the distinction expresses the practical need to
address the conditions for the emergence of life charac-

teristics, i.e., complexity, instead of attempting to reduce it.

To ignore the consequences for our understanding of sys-
tems that qualify as complex is to deny their particular

characteristics. In the example given, the fact that in fall-
ing, the individual usually seeks the less damaging position

to land corresponds to a self-preservation action. The

complexity of the act of falling—stumbling, losing bal-
ance, being pushed, etc.—by the living is expressed in

cognitive and motoric aspects. These are not really con-

trolled by the individual in the manner in which we exer-
cise control of a car or a tool. They are autonomic in

nature. Above the threshold of complexity, any reductionist

approach is similar to changing the object of scientific
interest in that what is the living is understood as only its

material substratum, and what is causality is understood as

only determinism. Just for the sake of suggesting what this
means, I want to inject the following anecdote into the

scientific argumentation: a mechanic explains to a doctor

that they actually perform an almost identical service.
‘‘I fix complicated cars. For this I have, like you, tests, a

diagnostic machine, spare parts, ways to change some

parameters like air flow in the motor, or combustion, or
condition of the motor oil. You fix people. Blood pressure,

Fig. 2 Reactive versus
anticipatory—an example
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not oil, leakage, worn-out parts, bad synchronization. Why

do you earn so much more than me when in the end we do
the same thing?’’ The doctor’s answer is simple: ‘‘Yes,

you’re right. But can you fix the car while it is running?’’

Though this does not explain the difference in payment,
it suggests, at least, that there are simple machines (cars,

computers) that, although intended to be dynamic entities,

are perfectly understandable within the reductionist
framework since they are, after all, products of this per-

spective. We can fix them as they stand still, and, as a

matter of fact, we prefer to have them brought to a
standstill. Their complexity, not to be discarded or played

down, is such that the parts can be identified and fixed as

necessary, or replaced. But once we transcend the threshold
of the complexity that defines a simple system, and by

extension, simple machines [Rosen (1985a, b) introduced

this notion], the possibility of reducing them from the
functioning state (living, to be more precise) to the stand-

still state (in plain English, killing them, since cryogenics

has never succeeded in returning a being to life after it was
frozen) without fundamentally affecting their condition no

longer exists. Heinz von Foerster (1993) distinguished even

more expressively between trivial machines—which pro-
duce the same results no matter how often the input is fed

into them—and non-trivial machines, which are histori-

cally conditioned; that is, they learn, forget, and change
(Fig. 3).

The repair of the living is the result of living itself,

subjected to some external influence (such as the doctor’s
intervention in the anecdote), to interactions, but not nec-

essarily reducible to them. Again, Rosen, with his (M,R)-

systems (i.e., characterized by metabolism and self-repair),
defined the living as having its own implicit dynamics,

while the dynamics of the physical is the result of external
forces.

Rosen (1966) was fundamentally opposed to von Neu-

mann’s understanding of the threshold of complexity,

bringing up the need to account for the characteristics of
the organism as evolvable. Nevertheless, in hindsight we

can say that both realized, although in different ways, that

if complexity is addressed from an informational perspec-
tive, we end up realizing that life is ultimately not

describable in algorithmic terms. Non-algorithmic self-

assembly (epigenetic progresses) is of such a condition that
it does not require either full descriptions of the functions

or of the information involved in living processes. Indeed,

the doctor in the anecdote—as opposed to the mechanic—

most of the time operates on relatively poor subsets of
information when addressing deviations (headaches, tem-

perature, change in skin color, etc.) from a normal condition.

In the absence of complete genetic instructions, or better
yet, on account of incomplete instructions, the distinctive

characteristics of the living are maintained. Actually, to go a

step further, the information is not only incomplete, but
ambiguous.

Given the implications of this observation, we need to
give it a bit more attention. Along the line of the Church–

Turing thesis—i.e., that every physically realizable process

is computable—von Neumann went out on a limb and
stated, ‘‘You insist that there is something a machine

cannot do. If you will tell me precisely what it is that a

machine cannot do, I can always make a machine which
will do just that’’ (1963). If von Neumann was convinced

that telling precisely what it is a machine cannot do—

emphasis on precisely—is a given, he was not yet dis-
closing that telling precisely might after all require infinite

strings, and thus make the computation to be driven by

such a description impossible. Actually, von Neumann
should have automatically thought of Gödel in realizing

that a complete description, which would have to be non-

contradictory, would be impossible. Descriptions, in words
(as he expected, cf. ‘‘anything that can be completely and

unambiguously put into words….’’), or in some other form,

are, in the final analysis, semiotic entities. They stand as
signs for something else (the represented), and in the in-
terpretant process, we understand them as well defined or

ambiguously defined [cf. Nadin (1988)] (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3 Heinz von Foerster: trivial and non-trivial machines (his own
drawings)

Fig. 4 Structural and dynamic definition of the sign. The inherent
ambiguity of signs and sign processes (semioses)
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A sign is something that stands to some one for some

thing in some form or capacity [cf. Peirce (1931–1935)].
The two diagrams represent two views: on the right, the

sign as a structure S = S(O,R,I) and on the left, the sign as

process that starts with a representation (R of O) to be
interpreted in a sign process (semiosis) that connects

the representation to the object. Often the same object can

be represented by different Rs; or some representations
can be associated with an object other than that initially

represented.

4 The semiotic engine revisited

Some signs are well defined; others are less well defined.

The majority (what we call symbols, i.e., representations
adopted by convention) are ambiguous in various degrees.

At this point, it is useful to inject yet another suggestion.

This pertains to the distinction between matter and infor-
mation, which, as we know, eventually led to the distinc-

tion between symbolic descriptions (which I prefer to call

semiotic descriptions) and the dynamics of self-replication.
When I defined the computer as a semiotic engine (1985,

1988), I had in mind the fact that, as opposed to the non-

living (i.e., physical), the living is an entity defined through
interaction. Most of the time, the interaction is mediated

through signs. Moreover, the living receives external

information through its sensory channels (sounds, images,
tactile information, etc.) and associates it with objects or

phenomena in the world. At the same time, the living

generates its own information [cf. Klaus Fuchs-Kittovski
(1968, 1976)]. We ‘‘hear’’ and ‘‘see’’ and ‘‘smell,’’ etc.

what is not out there, but represented in our cognition by

the information we generate based on our experience [cf.
Nadin (1998, 81–86)].

I bring this up not in order to mark my territory [com-

puters as semiotic machines, cf. Nadin (2005)], but rather
to suggest that our focus should be on what is processed in

the living, and not so much on the processing substratum

(molecular and sub-molecular processes). The information
from the environment is received through the senses. It can

be measured, and was indeed measured. Representations of

the world, not fragments of the world, are actually pro-
cessed. Until the development of brain imaging, we could

not capture the change from sensorial energy to the re-

presentational level. And even with images of the brain, we
still cannot quantify semiotic processes. It is the re-pre-

sentation of things, not things themselves, that are subject

to processing and understanding. Re-presentations are
renewed presentations as signs; that is, attempts to asso-

ciate a sign to an object and to conjure the consequences

that the sign might have on our activity. Re-presentations
can be of various degrees of ambiguity—from very low

(indexical signs, as marks left by the object represented) to

very high (symbols, i.e., conventions). Lightning arouses a
sense of danger associated with phenomena in the world.

The black cat brings up false associations (superstitions)

with dangers in the world. They are of different levels of
ambiguity. The living can handle them quite well, even if,

at times, in a manner we qualify as irrational. Machines

operate also on representations, provided that they are
unambiguous. For this reason, we conceive, design, and

deploy artificial languages of zero or very low ambiguity.
The living operates, most often effectively, with repre-

sentations regardless of their ambiguity. The machine is

‘‘protected’’ from ambiguity. (We endow machines with
threshold identifiers: is the ignition turned on or not?

Intermediate values do not count! Ambiguity is a source of

error in their functioning.) Von Neumann’s claim that he
could conceive a computation for any precisely described

entity means nothing more than that he proceeds to seg-

regate between the semiotic of the unambiguous and the
semiotics of ambiguity. The impossible—processing of

ambiguity in simple machines—takes a ‘‘little’’ longer

(‘‘little’’ meant here as an irony); that is, it is intractable.
With all these preliminaries in mind, we are now in a

better position to understand that at the level of simple

machines, there are aesthetic and ethical implications that
transcend the concerns of their designers, manufacturers,

operators, and technicians. It is not only how machines

look, how they relate to other aesthetic aspects of reality,
and how they embody ethical standards. Such simple

machines operate in the interval domain of causes and

effects, in a non-ambiguous manner. The car transports us
from A to B under clear assumptions (ignition on, energy

use, efficiency, available roads, traffic laws all accounted

for). And the computer can process all kinds of data, pro-
vided that we define a computable function that describes

unambiguously the process of our interest. However, nei-

ther their aesthetics nor their ethics can be reduced to the
cause-and-effect sequence, and even less to non-ambiguity.

Processes leading to aesthetic expression or to aesthetic

artifacts (to like something, to be touched by something, to
make something that is liked in view of its characteristics,

etc.) are not computable because they are not precisely

describable. We can generate computer artifacts that
qualify socially as art, and are traded as such, but the

ambiguity is handled by the artist, either in using a program

or in writing one [such as Cohen’s Aaron (1982)]. On the
other hand, we become involved in ethical activities

(noticing beneficial patterns of behavior or interaction,

formalizing observations of what is right or wrong, etc.) in
order to contain ambiguities inherent in human expression.

In both cases, cause-and-effect sequences are at best epi-

phenomena. What drives aesthetic patterns of activity
(rhythmic movements, harmony, sense of shape and color)
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are anticipated consequences: a rhythmic movement is less

tiresome; harmony supports longer time efforts; various
shapes and colors enhance the outcome of work. The same

holds true for ethics. As constructs, aesthetics and ethics

embody expectations of a very precise nature, although
always context dependent.

Once we reach the threshold of complexity at which

causality itself is no longer reducible to determinism, and
the condition of the living integrates past, present, and

future, a new form of adaptive behavior and of finality
emerges that makes aesthetic awareness and ethical

imperatives possible, and indeed necessary. If the living is

characterized by its high complexity, so are the various
practical experiences through which aesthetic awareness

and ethical expectations are expressed.

As deficient as the traditional vitalist explanations of the
living were, they accounted for evolution and the adaptive

capabilities that correspond to evolution. Walter Elsasser

(1987) gave a good description: ‘‘the idea that the laws of
nature need to be modified in organisms when compared to

inanimate nature is known as ‘vitalism’.’’ He repudiated

vitalism and attempted to elaborate a foundation of biology
by extending the foundations of physics—his domain of

expertise. Let us not ignore the fact that Niels Bohr

expressed serious doubts about understanding the realm of
the living by using the explanations of reality delivered by

physics. Schrödinger (1944) dedicated an entire text to the

same issue.
Over time, despite the anti-vitalist tenor of scientific

discourse, the rejection of reductionist explanations, espe-

cially those that declared organism and mechanism as
equivalent, took many forms. This is not the place to

summarize the variety of viewpoints eventually rejected as

vitalist. But let us not ignore the rationality of some posi-
tions taken since the Cartesian revolution. Kant (cf. 1987)

advanced the ‘‘feeling of life’’ (Lebensgefühl (1790). The
unity between natural and historical reason implies what
we would call self-organization, in the terminology of

dynamic systems theory. Self-preservation as a character-

istic of life comes up in Nietzsche’s Lebensphilosophie
[1866, cf. (1886)]. With his focus on time, Henry Bergson

(1889), to whose name élan vital was attached, maintained

that life is process [devenir becoming, cf. (1907)]. As he
defined a ‘‘creative evolution’’ (1908), he argued in favor

of a dynamics of evolution based on indetermination. This

is what life ‘‘contributes to the process’’ [1896 (cf. 1994)].
Whitehead, influenced by Bergson, affirmed, in addition, a

‘‘principle of process.’’ The connected multiplicities mak-

ing up an organism constitute not the Cartesian subject, but
a superject, within which life is manifested (1929). As a

matter of fact, these and quite a number of other contri-

butions prove to be more resilient than the articles and
books written about them with the express goal of

debunking the vitalist perspective. I mention this in full

cognizance of the fact that a scientist labeled a ‘‘vitalist’’ is
usually placed outside the scientific stage of debates

(practically blacklisted, i.e., not fundable). In considering

the fascinating change of focus from the physical to the
living, can we ignore the fact that the sciences of the liv-

ing—the ‘‘bio-’’ sciences—emerged in the last 20 years

precisely due to the failure of Cartesian reductionism and
determinism to fully understand and explain the living?

Learning from nature is the guiding principle; the sub-
stance of the effort in bioengineering, molecular biology,

artificial intelligence, artificial life, etc., is the under-

standing of the cell, of the neuron, of the DNA code, of
genetic processes, and of so much more that does not fit in

the procrustean scheme of Cartesian reality. In his famous

Walter Arndt Lecture (2002), Nobel laureate Mayr states:

It would be ahistorical to ridicule vitalists. When one

reads the writings of one of the leading vitalists like

Driesch, one is forced to agree with him that many of
the basic problems of biology simply cannot be

solved by a philosophy as that of Descartes, in which

the organism is simply considered a machine. The
developmental biologists in particular asked some

very challenging questions. For example, how can a

machine regenerate lost parts, as many kinds of
organisms are able to do? How can a machine rep-

licate itself? How can two machines fuse into a single

one like the fusion of two gametes when producing a
zygote?

5 Reaction and anticipation: complementarity at work

No competition with, or denial of, Cartesian method is

intended. A necessary reassessment of the epistemological
framework of understanding the world as heterogeneous,

functioning at various levels of complexity is appropriate at

this moment. My own position—to be articulated in the
progression of the argument leading to the understanding

of anticipation as a characteristic of the living—presents a

complementary perspective between reaction and antici-
pation. Indeed, all living entities, from the monocell, to

vegetation, to insects, to the most complex forms (the

human being, for instance) are embodied in matter. The
laws of physics (themselves subject to progressive refine-

ment as our knowledge about the world advances) apply

without any exception to the living, without fully
expressing its more complex behavior. Therefore, one has

to conclude that they explain only the unambiguous

physics of life, but not life itself, in its ambiguous
expressions. This is what prompted Kant’s criticism of

Newtonian mechanics, and this is what Nietzsche, Bergson,
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Whitehead, etc., and later on Schrödinger, Bohr, Elsasser,

Rosen, and quite a few others raised. None denied physics
and chemistry; and none denied physics- and chemistry-

based new sciences, including information science and its

various applied fields (such as computer science, artificial
intelligence, virtual reality, etc.). They only took note of

the fact that reaction—the sum total of how the living

would behave if the laws of physics fully characterized it—
is only a part of what defines the living.

Schrödinger put it in clear terms: ‘‘Enough is known
about the mathematical structure of life to tell exactly why

present-day physics cannot account for life’’ [cf. ‘‘What Is

Life?’’ in Nature (1929)]. Kepner (1934), in the address of
the retiring president of the Virginia Academy of Sciences,

acknowledging the purposiveness of life (and implicitly of

social life, a ‘‘correlate of life’’), noticed that whereas
physicists needed only the phrase ‘‘as a result of’’ in

referring to their facts, biologists are compelled to use the

phrase ‘‘in order that’’ in order to frame data that could not
be otherwise explained. Therefore, along the notion of

complementarity advanced by Niels Bohr (1949, pp. 200–

241) (and which was explained above in ‘‘Epistemological
sectioning’’), I suggest that the living can be described as

the integrated dynamics of reaction and anticipation. The

analogy, in terms of complementarity as a universal prin-
ciple of life, is to the corpuscule-wave nature of light,

which, when it was proposed, faced no fewer reservations

than the concept of anticipation, introduced by Rosen
(1985a, b) and Nadin (1991a, b).

But to give meaning to a principle of complementarity

in which reaction—well defined in Newton’s mechanics—
and anticipation need to be understood in their unity, I need

to briefly elaborate on anticipatory systems. Within phys-

ics-based explanations, the current state of a system is
determined by its past and is deterministically well defined,

i.e., non-ambiguous. An anticipatory system is a system

whose current state depends not only on previous states,
and eventually its current states, but also upon possible

future states (Fig. 5).

This dependence on possible future states is non-deter-
ministic, ill-defined, i.e., ambiguous (not the same as the

indeterminate in quantum mechanics). The definition sug-

gests that the dynamics of an anticipatory system involves
the future as a realization in the vast domain of the pos-

sible. There are goals in view—finality (to which I shall

return)—directions for the future, a vector of change. Life
is process: more precisely, non-deterministic process.

Therefore, in addressing causality with respect to the liv-

ing, we need to consider past and present (cause-effect, and
the associated reaction), both well defined, in conjunction

with a possible future realization, ill-defined, ambiguous.
When we have to account for higher complexity—the

threshold beyond which reaction alone can no longer

explain the dynamics—the anticipatory component must be
integrated in our understanding. In logic (Kleene 1950), an

impredicative definition is one in which the definition of an

entity depends on some of the properties of the entities
described. The definition of life is an example of impre-
dicativity; that is, it is characterized by complexity which

in turn is understood as a threshold for the living. Impre-
dicative definitions are circular. Kercel (2007, pp. 2369–

2385) noticed that ambiguity is an observable signature of

complexity. He goes on to connect this to the issue of
prediction: ‘‘ambiguity of complexity shows that the

‘unpredictable’ behaviors of complex systems are not

random, but are causally determined in a way that we
(having no largest model of them) cannot consistently

predict.’’

Between memory in the physical realm and living
memory, the distinction is similar to that between storing a

picture and storing the instructions for making the picture,

actually many pictures. The physical embodiment of the
living (not unlike stones, or pieces of metal, etc.) stores

information as matter is literally changed. A wound is the

vivid memory of a physical injury. The living learns—this
is what brain science defines as brain plasticity, i.e., the

capability to adjust, re-organize, as it partakes in all sorts of

practical experiences. The living, within anticipation
dynamics, heals itself (the self-repair function). As a

physical entity, the living has a degree of complexity fully

characterized by reactive behavior described in the laws of
physics. When we have to account for higher complexity—

the threshold beyond which reaction alone can no longer

explain the dynamics—the anticipatory component is
integrated in our understanding. There is no doubt that the

living, as a complex system, allows for partial descriptions

that conform to the reaction model. For example, we can
attach to the living a number that defines its current weight,

or height, or temperature. But there is no way we can build

from such partial descriptions—no matter how many—a
holistic entity as complex as life. The stone in Fig. 2 will

always fall the same way, under the same initial conditions;

a human being will always fall in a different way. From
quantified discrete aspects of the living, we cannot infer toFig. 5 Anticipatory system as unity of reaction and anticipation
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the complementarity of reaction and anticipation as the

origin of its dynamics. It is exactly this assertion that I had
in mind when I wrote that statements challenging Cartesian

reductionism—dynamics explained on account of action—

ought to be submitted to as rigorous evaluation as Cartesian
thought was. With the dialectic unity between reaction and

anticipation, we proceed not from a formalism (as Rosen

(1985a, b, pp. 165–203), for example, did), but from the
epistemological consideration of natural systems (in the

traditional understanding of natural science as Simon
referred to it) and their specific, non-reductionist dynamics.

Not surprisingly, those less active in the research of

anticipation either confuse anticipation and prediction (or
forecast, expectation, guessing) or come with typologies

(such as teleological, instinctual, unconscious, etc.) that

easily reveal a way of thinking grounded in reductionism.
Anticipation is always teleologically driven; it integrates

all that makes up the living, according to its specific con-

dition. The phototropic behavior of the monocell is quite
different from the anticipation expressed in the behavior of

plants or animals. The conscious and unconscious (or

subconscious) associated with the human being is inte-
grated with a large number of other characteristics. A great

deal of anticipatory characteristics is autonomic in nature

(e.g., the baroreflex responsible for maintaining constant
blood pressure regardless of the body’s position). [For

more details, see Nadin (2003a).]

6 Synthetic life: is it capable of aesthetic expression
and ethical performance?

Aesthetic and ethical expression, as anticipatory expres-

sion, i.e., realization in the large domain of the possible, are
among the many factors underlying evolution. Indeed, as

Darwin suggested (cf. On the Origin of Species by Means
of Natural Selection, 1859), ‘‘It is not the strongest of the
species that survive, nor the most intelligent, but the ones

most responsive to change.’’ Adaptive performance is

essential. Such performance is not the result of reactive
behavior, but rather of anticipation against the background

of reaction.

Given the fact that all that exists changes, should we set
evolution, or at least evolution-like behavior, as a goal for

the artificial? As a matter of fact, technologies with adap-

tive characteristics, inspired by the combination of the
living, are conceived, produced, tested, and deployed for

quite a large array of applications. In particular, adaptive

features are integrated in products for people with physical
disabilities (limitations to vision, hearing, mobility, etc.).

They offer capabilities of interaction adapting to a person’s

particular needs and possibilities. Recently, adaptive
interfaces were developed on the premise that a user model

based on patterns of user behavior can guide the selection

of features. Such technologies reflect the understanding of
the need to transcend the here-and-now mechanisms, the

‘‘trivial machine’’ behavior, ill-suited to function over a

longer time, i.e., within a world of many changing vari-
ables. To reach life-like performance over discrete inter-

vals is possible even within the limitation of Cartesian

reductionism and determinism. Typical interfaces, such as
those available within the desktop metaphor, perform in

such a manner. That such life-like performance does not
translate into autonomic aesthetic performance similar to

that of the living (in particular, the human being) is the

result of the fact that only at the level of evolution per se,
not within a pseudo-evolutionary mechanism, does the

need for aesthetic performance emerge. Indeed, the aes-

thetic dimension of the living is consubstantial with living.
It is not mere cosmetics, i.e., not an added layer irrelevant

or only marginally relevant to the living. Rather, it partakes

in the dynamics of the living. The entire issue of the
continuum of living, i.e., from conception to birth to

maturity and death (return to the physical condition) is one

of autonomous anticipation, expressed in particular as
aesthetic anticipation.

Natural selection is aesthetically conditioned [see, for

example (Enquist and Arak (1994); Descimon (1992)]. We
have to date rich sets of data (on fish, birds, monkeys, and

human beings, among others) documenting how aestheti-

cally driven choices have led to the viability of entire
species. Fitness turns out to be not only physical, i.e.,

corresponding to the domain of reaction (forces at work,

such as in preying animals, where the strongest has better
chances), but also anticipatory. As the environment, in its

unity, evolves, the living adapts, and usually in a manner

that, in retrospect, appears as anticipatory [cf. for example,
McFadden (2000), p. 46]. Aesthetic performance is part of

the adaptive process and is itself often anticipatory [cf.

Pawlowski et al. (2008)]. Motor and sensor changes,
expressed in characteristics of motion, are not independent

of each other, and even less independent of the cognitive.

The extreme sensitivity of sensors as part of the living,
their unparalleled specificity, speed, and refresh rate are

only part of what defines the living as corresponding to a

threshold of complexity by many orders of magnitude
higher than the physical. Even relatively simpler organisms

(viruses, insects, worms) display anticipatory characteris-

tics that cannot be reduced to the descriptions of physical
phenomena. Lock-and-key molecular recognition (Böhm

and Schneider 2003) testifies to intricate behaviors that

imply aesthetic components. For instance, the sense of taste
and pheromonal activity are of this nature. Indeed, the

living is the expression of the complex whole.

Ethics enters the picture at yet another level. Let us
imagine that some research project is formulated as
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follows: build an artificial system (or artificial entity) that

behaves in an ethical manner, or better yet, can formulate
ethical considerations (expressed as norms, value judg-

ments) that can guide society as it faces new challenges.

(Imagine that algorithm-driven trading programs used in
the financial markets by individuals and institutions could

have such a built-in ethics! As the markets recently tum-

bled, such programs allowed some traders to become richer
in a context in which the rest of the world was becoming

poorer.) As a rather context-dependent goal, the task to
describe what such a system is supposed to do is precari-

ous, at best. Ethical considerations, always in flux, are

ambiguous, whether we like it or not. Therefore, this is not
a task reducible to computation—the promise of higher

performance in the future is not relevant to the situation

(although, to return to the markets, higher performance will
allow some to become richer in a shorter time, and others

to lose money much faster). Neither is this task dependent

on representation (and operation on representations), but
rather on non-deterministic processes. Quite often, well

intended ethical considerations (such as those pertaining to

the mentally ill, to the handicapped, to minority groups,
etc.) translated into measures (such as closing of treatment

facilities for the mentally ill and their return to a normalcy

for which they are not prepared) that had a negative impact
on everyone involved. Within a deterministic system, the

assessment of cause-and-effect is easy because the problem

is well defined. The trivial machine operates in this
domain. In a non-deterministic process, there are no ways

to predict favorable vs. unfavorable outcomes. Ethics has,

of course, many aspects related to perception—what is
right or wrong, from an ethical viewpoint, involves per-

ception. [Therefore, I would suggest that Zadeh’s (2000,

2002, 2003) computing with perception deserves more
attention than it has received so far.]

But after all is said and done, ethics, unlike aesthetics, is

anticipatory in nature: which ethical considerations entail
the promise of the highest return (i.e., one possible future)?

As a construct, ethics is not a natural characteristic, rather

an outcome of evolution associated with the complexity
expressed in the social life of the human being. But once

ethics emerges, it, like aesthetics, becomes a constitutive

part of the living entity called the human being. From the
vantage point of the human being, ethics becomes an

expression of adaptive processes corresponding to higher

levels of complexity than those at the threshold at which
life is distinguished from the physical.

With all these in mind, we are, volens-nolens, con-

fronted with one of the most intriguing attempts to devise
a technology that will transform the physical into the

living—the old problem of making life from non-life, a

history too long to be told here. Let us only take note of
ideas such as spontaneous generation (life emerging from

non-life as a result of abiogenesis) or life coming from

outer space (panspermia). Venter et al. (2008), the scientist
entrepreneur who made the genome project the brand of his

success, assembled a team of researchers, which had

already constructed a synthetic chromosome. As the press
(scientific and popular) reported, they used chemicals from

which they stitched together a chromosome that is 381

genes long and contains 580,000 base pairs of genetic code.
The DNA sequence emulates that of a bacterium, the goat

pathogen, Mycoplasma genitalium. The synthetically con-
structed chromosome—this is the physical component—

called Mycoplasma laboratorium, was transplanted into a

living bacterial cell—this is the opposite, the living—and is
supposed to take control of the cell, and become a new life

form—the synthesis. This new life form is supposed to

replicate itself and metabolize on the molecular substratum
of the living cell into which it was transplanted. Synthetic

biology, within which such attempts take place, assumes

that, once the new life form is ready, all it will take to start
a Darwinian evolution is the addition of nucleotides.

For all it is worth, let us take note that one scientist wrote,

‘‘This ‘new life form’ is just reassembled parts’’ [cf. Gay
(2007)]. I would be inclined to leave this subject entirely in the

hands of scientists (so far, Venter is only the best known

among them, but by no means the only one) trying hard to
solve one of the most fascinating questions of all time. But

once we address issues of anticipation as definitory of the

living, and implicitly aesthetic and ethical issues of technol-
ogy, it becomes impossible not to reflect upon the many

implications of synthetic biology. In the final analysis, this is

about understanding what life is. In a day and age of specta-
cular performance in the field of genetic engineering, many

people have expressed worries about ethical issues ranging

fromabortion, to cloning, to stemcell research, not tomention
patenting nothing other than life (as Venter’s group tried).

When life begins is of extreme importance to many

people, and so is the ethics of human life vs. the life of
other species. The minimal genome, as the smallest set of

genes that support replication of the organism, which

Venter et al. synthesized, corresponds to the reductionist
model of Cartesian rationality. It simply says that in

reducing life to such an elementary unit, we can now build

up complexity in an additive manner. According to this
view, a well-defined ‘‘brick of life’’ should suffice to build

from simple living entities to more elaborate organisms—

or at least to start processes similar to those of evolution
that eventually led to the world of the living as we know it.

In the never-ending scientific debate on what life is, such a

viewpoint was debated to the extent to which it was diffi-
cult to expect it to be resuscitated. As passionate as I am

about science, and as adamant in refusing religion or

religion-like considerations to interfere in the pursuit of
knowledge, I cannot escape the urge to articulate my own
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scientific hypotheses regarding the matter. The synthesis of

life from non-life, of the living from the physical (inani-
mate) is possible to the extent to which anticipatory char-

acteristics, definitory of the living, are part of the

endowment of artificial life. As a matter of scientific
principle, I refuse to follow in the footsteps of those who

state that synthesis of life is an impossible endeavor. Sci-

ence is never an expression of negation, of impossibility.
(Just to avoid misinterpretation, I cite Popper; his falsifi-

cation notion does not characterize science, but the vali-
dation of scientific hypotheses through experiments.)

Science affirms goals and methods. ‘‘It is not possible’’ is a

formulation science never endeavors. The possibility to
build anticipatory systems is connected to reaching the

threshold of complexity that makes them possible, and

probably necessary. I do not eliminate the possibility, but I
take the occasion to formulate an even broader question:

observed over a long time, human beings appear to the

observer as complexity-reducing entities. Cartesian reduc-
tionism exemplifies this condition; it became our modus
operandi. To understand what goes beyond our compre-

hension, we try various methods, the Cartesian still being
the method of choice, in order to access the unknown step-

by-step. With respect to the living, we continue to inves-

tigate molecular levels, genetic processes, membranes,
brain activity, synapses, etc. The difficulty, of course, is to

preserve complexity, not to reduce it. Or, in the other

formulation I used in this study, to handle ambiguity and
non-determinism. At this moment in time, synthetic life

seems seduced by the promise of a minimal description,

based on which, pretty much as in a generative grammar, it
could generate the larger ‘‘sentences’’ of life, and even the

‘‘book’’ of life. But is there a path from lower complexity

to higher complexity? From entropy to negentropy? From
well defined to ambiguous? On a larger scale, is it not

possible to formulate a different question, relevant to our

understanding of the living (the natural) and the artificial?
That question would be: can we really generate complex-

ity? Wolfram (2002), with his New Kind of Science would

be inclined (to put it mildly) to say ‘‘Yes’’—having in mind
computer-generated complexity, which is not the same as

living complexity. The many implications of this question

(including aesthetic and ethical aspects of technology)
might justify the effort to look for and to formulate some

answers, even beyond those published by the NKS Com-

munity. At least in respect to aesthetic artifacts, there is a
lot we can consider.

7 Time and purpose

The synthesis of life from non-life ultimately means to
endow the synthetic with anticipatory characteristics. For

this to actually be accomplished, two minimal require-

ments must be met. The first relates to how the possible
future informs the present. It is an informational process, in

which the future is actually continuously modeled by the

organism, as a realization in the very large space of
possibilities.

My own concept is that of a multitude of such models,

each triggered by past and current experiences, which in
turn translate into possible paths. Let us take an example

(for the sake of illustrating the argument, but not reducing
it to the illustrated) (Fig. 6).

Of course, one or two examples are not enough for

concluding in regard to how anticipation takes place. But
the logic of the explanation is simple: the clock defining

our activity (airplane schedules are given in real time) and

the clock of a process, or several processes, searching
ahead of time, in the future (which connection is appro-

priate for the goal of arriving at a desired time), have a

different rhythm. Biology informs that within each living
entity, we encounter a variety of clocks. Some tick

according to the day-and-night rhythm, others to the

rhythm of the seasons, and yet others at the molecular and
genetic levels, faster or more slowly (depending on their

respective functions). It is only on account of this variety of

clocks that an anticipatory model can unfold in faster than
real time and inform anticipatory behavior (such as colli-

sion avoidance, successful return of a fast tennis serve, falls

that prevent broken bones, etc.). Obviously, the simpler the
living form, the simpler the anticipatory behavior.

Only if the synthetic form of life is endowed with at

least two clocks—one in charge of current functioning and

Fig. 6 Choices affecting the outcome (arrival time or return on
investment) are models from among which one is selected in
anticipation of a successful course of action
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one faster by some order of magnitude—will it be possible

to draw comparable processes, and as a result, inferences to
a future among the many to be encountered could be made.

Evidently, there is no aesthetic or ethical component to be

considered in simple forms of living. Only when the con-
structs aesthetics and ethics, as an outcome of practical

experiences of human self-constitution, become part of the

experience—efficient activities are aesthetically optimized,
interactions with others are ethically validated—can we

identify them as such. If synthetic life is made possible, in
order to qualify as life, it is bound to evolve. In view of

such dynamics, sooner or later we could associate to its

behavior characteristics definitory of our constructs called
aesthetics and ethics. Let us not ignore the fact that aes-

thetic processes are driven by the end: the artist works his

or her way back from the virtual finished work—as he or
she anticipates it—to what might actually lead to it. The

brush is slower than the mind guiding it toward what is

ideally finished and only waits to be revealed. The same
holds true for music (the composer ‘‘hears’’ before it is

‘‘sung’’, before it is ‘‘extracted’’ from an instrument or

embodied in some notation. In terms of ethical concerns, to
ascertain something like the value of cooperation or respect

for the environment is to realize, ahead of time, what could

happen in the absence of actions leading to cooperation or
environmental protection. This is anticipation at work. The

details of the process encompass not only predictive

models (based on previous experiences) but also on reali-
zation in the large space of possibilities.

The second requirement is the sense of purpose—or, in

the terminology of causality, what Aristotle defined as the
final cause (the so-called teleological). We already referred

to it as we took note of the fact that each organism appears

to an observer as having a purpose, a finality (reproduction,
metabolism, self-repair). Purging animism from science

meant for many the simultaneous elimination of teleolog-

ical, i.e., finalistic considerations. Yet the living, observed
in all its manifestations, has a teleological dynamism: from

reproduction—without which there is no way to define

evolution—to self-preservation, social organization, and
politics, all we do is driven by purpose. That we can dis-

tinguish deterministic actions as well as anticipatory pro-

cesses within the dynamics of the living was explained
within the perspective of a complementary understanding

of what life is and how it expresses itself. More important

is the dynamics of identity, i.e., the continuous making of
oneself as distinct from all others with whom one interacts.

There is an underlying Why? beneath everything we do. In

this never-ceasing interrogation, there is a sense of direc-
tion. If we now want to generalize from the living to the

synthetic living—the goal of all those intent on synthe-

sizing life from the inanimate—we cannot ignore the
expectation of purposefulness (Fig. 7).

In this respect, synthetic life, as it evolves, will have to

behave purposefully. How such behavior can be accom-
plished points again to complexity, i.e., the level at which

self-awareness is possible. Engineering self-awareness is in

itself an expression of causa finalis: If we entertain the
perspective of the synthetic as yet another locus of aesthetic

and ethical activity, we cannot avoid having creativity as a

purpose. When the stem cell unfolds, as though it knows
already all there is, and becomes something that never

before existed, it seems, to an observer of the process, dri-

ven by a causa finalis of the same nature as aesthetics or as
the ethical activity. (Creativity in the aesthetic realm means

to make possible something that never before existed.)

Once upon a time, creativity was associated exclusively
with divinity (in its many expressions in different cultures).

In this view, the world was created, the human being was

created, and so many other things were created, that is,
made out of nothing or out of something (earth, mud, fire,

air, etc.) that was not endowed with life. Slowly, creativity

was assumed by the human being as its most definitory
characteristic, exemplified by works of art, architecture,

science, social progress, etc. But once we associate crea-

tivity and anticipation, we advance an alternative path, that
from the limited dynamics of the physical to the rich

dynamics of the living. The world is making itself, in a
process of self-organization that never ends. And so is the

living, in particular, the human being. We are what we do
extends across the living. Now, again, the challenge is to
create life from non-life; that is, we are trying to be the

makers of life from the physical. If there is a test for the

success of the endeavor, it would not be unlike the success
of life created by divinity or through any other explanation

of the world, i.e., to become itself creative. Anticipation

being the grounding for any life form of creation, i.e.,
extension into the future, the synthetic living ought to have

what it takes to anticipate: a minimum of two timescales,

two clocks ticking in a different rhythm, and, just as
important, a sense of purpose. The challenge to meet these

two conditions is by no means trivial, even for the simplest

embodiment of life. But for those who try to attach their

Fig. 7 A simple analogy—the desired final state and the variety of
paths (in this case, a finite number) leading to the successful result. In
the unfolding of the living, the possible paths are infinite
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name to a patent to life, i.e., creators of new life, this

should come as no surprise.
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